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An apology An apology 

John Milton



The only defensible form of growth is innovation against The only defensible form of growth is innovation against 

the competition...the competition...

“If all you're trying to do is essentially the same thing as your rivals, then 

it's unlikely that you'll be very successful. It's incredibly arrogant for a 

company to believe that it can deliver the same sort of product that its 

rivals do and actually do better for very long.

That's especially true today, when the flow of information and capital is That's especially true today, when the flow of information and capital is 

incredibly fast. It's extremely dangerous to bet on the incompetence of 

your competitors -- and that's what you're doing when you're competing 

on operational effectiveness.

What's worse, a focus on operational effectiveness alone tends to create 

a mutually destructive form of competition. If everyone's trying to get to 

the same place, then, almost inevitably, that causes customers to choose 

on price.”

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL PROFESSOR MICHAEL PORTER
http://www.fastcompany.com/online/44/porter.html



Source: AC Nielsen



SOURCE: BLUE OCEAN STRATEGY BY W. CHAN KIM AND RENEE MAUBOURGNE







Steve Jobs, Apple





UnderstandingUnderstanding
DiscoveringDiscovering

PredictingPredicting
RespondingResponding



Woody Allen



“80% of new products 

fail within 3 years”

“1997 Consultancy X 

review of initiatives 

showed only 35% 

meeting financial 

objectives.”

“2001 European review 

shows only 1 of 3 new 

products are profitable”

“2003 global review 

reports that less than 

30% of all new launches 

reach objectives.”

Source: Nielsen Bases ‘Secrets of New Product Success’



The bar is rising...
- Retailers seeking to cut back SKU numbers

- Retailer: ‘12-week window’ to succeed

- Speed of own label/copying 

-Competitive intensity increasing

Why is 

strong 

innovation 

critical?

Recession hits innovation
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Recession hits innovation
- 25% less ‘new’ SKUs in store year-on-year

- Innovation can drive post recession growth

- Can help remove over reliance on promotions

Why

now?

Pressure to be truly innovative
- Consumer [needstate]- rather than capability-led  

(added value not ‘me too’)

- Will our NPD really grow the category?

- Big I vs small i

What does 

this mean 

for brands



Retailer as Customer AND Competitor?

Gives time to copy for OL

Devalues competitive 

Advantage – category level

Sharing the pipeline

Sharing the 

insight/knowledge
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Established OL  - role in 

category commoditisation

Impact: increasingly foreshortens 

opportunity for ROI, drives small i vs BIG I

Advantage – category level

Competitive advantage 

for OL launches

insight/knowledge

Knowledge of 

investment/performance

Discourages further 

innovation/investment
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•The branded business 

model � mass distribution

•Can limit ability for 

marketing investment

•Increasingly short term 

approach � risk

•GSCOP et al help

•Blunt vs. total 

relationship investment

approach � risk

Need to balance interests?





•• �������� cost of acquiring consumer cost of acquiring consumer needstateneedstate understandingunderstanding

•• �������� cost of product development cost of product development –– bigger gaps, bigger gaps, �������� cost/riskcost/risk

•• ��������cost of change & complexity; factories, inventory etc.cost of change & complexity; factories, inventory etc.

•• ���������������� cost of marketing new categories/products cost of marketing new categories/products –– not just not just •• ���������������� cost of marketing new categories/products cost of marketing new categories/products –– not just not just 

a year 1 cost a year 1 cost � 33--5 year payback5 year payback

•• ��������organisational investment in launchesorganisational investment in launches

•• ��������cost of driving behavioural change in new categoriescost of driving behavioural change in new categories

•• ���������������� cost of launching new brandscost of launching new brands

•• �������� low hanging opportunitieslow hanging opportunities

•• �������� risk of brand stretchrisk of brand stretch









• Hot on the needstate 

•Differentiated brand

•Differentiated 

marketing vs category

•Acquired by Coca-

Cola [different 

innovation model]



DisruptionDisruptionDisruptionDisruptionDisruptionDisruptionDisruptionDisruption



• Hot on the needstate 

•Developed with super 

consumers

•Differentiated vs 

category

•14% of US market, 1m 

units, only 18 months 

post launch



Innovation Innovation –– ‘Clunkers’ ‘Clunkers’ 





Role of innovation in 
economy

Improve 
offering

Meet new 

Own the 
advances

Provide trust for 

Role of branding in 
success model

Create category 
growth/new 
categories

Meet new 
needs/gaps

Influence 
corporate 
reputation

Define & win in 
the sub-category

Provide trust for 
the consumer

Brand 
association

David A  Aaker Inside Innovation Conference, Haas School, November, 2007



oror ??oror
The apple 

MP3 player

oror ??
The Highway 

Listen Up 

MP3 Player 

oror





Positive destination 

UK plc

Positive destination 

for investment –

tax/IP et al

Ensure that the competitive 

environment allows the 

innovator adequate 

opportunity for ROI

Increasing pressures on 

the brand/innovation 

business model from 

retailers



•Still lots of unmet needs 

•New models of disruption/

• ����cost & complexity

• ���� speed of copying•New models of disruption/

collaboration & the role of 

super consumer ���� new 

entrant opportunities

•Technology/speed of 

change ���� new channels

•The Brand is still critical 

[new or old]

• ���� speed of copying

•Shorter ‘proving’ times

•Ability for innovation to 

be commoditised

•Impacts ability of 

innovator to achieve ROI

•Lots of small i vs. BIG I = 

big risks/big £££


